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Abstract—Existing research has demonstrated that inter-body sensor network (inter-BSN) information sharing among coexisting
BSNs can enhance applications’ performance and save energy. However, how to achieve effective inter-BSN information sharing
through wireless communication is a challenging task. On one hand, a BSN should be able to discover neighboring BSNs and establish
inter-BSN links with quality of service (QoS) assurances. On the other hand, a BSN should be able to prevent the QoS of intra- and
inter-BSN links from being degraded by multiple BSNs’ mutual interference. In this paper, we propose BuddyQoS, a framework that
provides network throughput assurances for coexisting and shared buddy BSNs. In particular, BuddyQoS accurately estimates and
adaptively schedules wireless resources to meet the throughput requirements of all inter- and intra-BSN links. Our trace-driven
experiment results demonstrate that BuddyQoS outperforms the default CSMA solution in the standard TinyOS-2.x releases in terms of
providing throughput assurances.
Index Terms—Body sensor network, protocol design, quality of service, resource management
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1

INTRODUCTION

A

body sensor network (BSN) consists of a group of
wireless on-body sensor nodes, each of which is
equipped with a set of low-power sensors. Data collected
from sensors is transmitted to an aggregator (e.g., a PC or a
smartphone) and then is either analyzed by the aggregator
or reliably delivered to a data center (e.g., a hospital) for
future analysis. Being portable, BSN enables a wide range
of human-centric applications, including activity recognition [1], smart healthcare [2], assisted living [3], athletic performance evaluation [4], and interactive controls [5].
It has been reported that group activities take a large
part of human daily activities [6]. This fact of human
behavior indicates a large chance of the BSNs that support human-centric applications coexisting within the
communication range of each other. For example, a BSN
that supports athletic performance evaluation application
always has neighboring BSNs, because the athletes usually train and live together [4]. Also, a BSN that supports
smart healthcare and assisted living applications always
coexists with other BSNs, because it is not uncommon for
old people to live as a group in a retirement community
[2], [3].
Existing research has demonstrated that when multiple
BSNs coexist, inter-BSN information sharing results in both
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application performance enhancement and energy saving.
For example, CoMon [6] demonstrates that sensors in a BSN
can be shared with other BSNs and redundant sensors can
be turned off to save energy. Moreover, inter-BSN sensing
data sharing not only reduces energy overhead, but also
enhances application performance such as activity recognition accuracy [7].
In a similar fashion to stand-alone BSNs with humancentric applications performing real-time monitoring, the
requirements of stringent network throughput guarantees are also placed on the BSNs that share sensing data.
For sensing data that is not shared, the same throughput
requirements still hold to ensure application fidelities.
For example, the EEG headset used by NeuroPhone [5]
generates data at the rate of 64 Kbps. Such data needs to
be delivered from the wireless EEG headset to its corresponding aggregator with throughput of 64 Kbps, so
that the online facial expression and neuro-activity can
be captured in a timely manner. For shared sensing data,
same data is required by more than one BSNs with same
throughput requirements, but different communication
patterns need to be taken into consideration when the
data is delivered.
Considering the aforementioned benefits and stringent
throughput requirements, two research questions exist for
sharing information among the BSNs participating in the
sensors sharing framework (coexisting BSNs). First, how to
accurately estimate wireless resources to decide whether the
throughput requirement of a link can be guaranteed or not.
By answering this question, we can set rules to determine
whether a link should be established or not. Second, how to
adaptively allocate wireless resources so as to meet throughput requirements for both inter- and intra-BSN links in the
presence of mutual interference from coexisting BSNs. By
answering this question, we can provide throughput assurances for the upper applications.
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In this paper, we propose BuddyQoS, a framework that
provides network throughput assurances among coexisting
and shared buddy BSNs. We define a buddy BSN as the BSN
worn by a family member, a friend, or a colleague, who can
be trusted. In this way, we assume buddy BSNs can be
trusted and only focus on how to provide network throughput assurances for them. Note that existing privacy research
[8] can be also integrated into our solution to protect human
privacy if needed.
Some existing efforts [9], [10] have been done for providing user-requested communication QoS in a single BSN.
However, how to guarantee communication QoS for multiple BSNs has not yet been studied. Some works, such as
[11], support information sharing among sensor networks.
Other works, such as BikeNet [12], Bubble-sensing [13],
and CaliBree [14], propose new applications that leverage
people rendezvous [15] and exploit data collected from different people’s devices. However, none of them provides
communication QoS assurances for information sharing.
Human mobility has also been modeled for analyzing the
inter-contact time of different individuals [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20]. These efforts aim to predict when devices carried
by different people will be in the range of each other for
communication. However, they assume perfect communication among the devices without considering wireless
interference. Thus, they cannot provide any communication QoS guarantee.
The main contributions of BuddyQoS are summarized as
follows:


As far as we know, BuddyQoS is the first framework
that guarantees network throughput among coexisting and shared buddy BSNs, even though some QoS
studies exist for individual BSNs in literature.
 BuddyQoS enables neighboring buddy BSNs to discover each other and share sensing data by establishing inter-BSN links. It also adaptively schedules
available wireless resources to meet the throughput
requirements from the upper applications for both
intra- and inter-BSN data communication.
 BuddyQoS is implemented in TinyOS-2.x with nesC.
Trace data from TelosB sensor motes is collected and
input to TOSSIM for simulation. Our performance
evaluation demonstrates that BuddyQoS notably
outperforms the default CSMA solution in standard
TinyOS-2.x release.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 presents the
overview of BuddyQoS, with its individual modules further
explained in later Sections: the Hybrid MAC in Section 4,
the Admission Controller and the Resource Scheduler in
Section 5, and the Buddy Management in Section 6. Section 7
evaluates the performance of BuddyQoS, and finally
Section 9 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Body sensor networks can enable novel applications. For
instance, the authors in [21] explored ways to efficiently support social sensing applications. The work saves sensing
power by offloading sensing tasks to nearby fixed sensors.
Other researchers [22] attempted to apply BSNs in the field of
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mobile cloud computing. Their effort saves smartphone
energy by sharing neighboring phone data via backend servers. BSNs promise novel uses in healthcare, fitness, and entertainment [23], but research must address various obstacles. In
literature, some efforts have been proposed to ensure communication QoS for an isolated BSN. For example, BodyQoS
[9] is designed to ensure user-requested throughput for a
BSN, while BodyT2 [10] is proposed to ensure both throughput and time delay requirements for a BSN.
Some works are proposed for multiple concurrent applications to share sensors within a sensor network. For example, MetroSense [5] attempts to support multiple concurrent
applications to share distributed sensors in urban settings.
In contrast to MetroSense that provides sensor sharing
within a very large scale sensor network, BuddyQoS supports both intra- and inter-BSN sensor sharing in coexisting
and shared buddy BSNs with much smaller scales.
Other works leverage people rendezvous [15] and
enforce mobile applications to share data across mobile
devices carried by different people. For example, BikeNet
[12] is built for a cyclist community, within which cyclingrelated data is collected to evaluate cyclists’ performance
and environment. Bubble-sensing [13] is an approach that
relies on people rendezvous to distribute sensing tasks
among sensors worn by different people and deliver the
required data back to the task initiator. CaliBree [14] is a distributed self-calibration approach for sensing devices. A
sensing device increases its sensing accuracy by collecting
the relative miscalibrations from other nearby sensing devices during opportunistic device rendezvous. In contrast to
BuddyQoS, none of these works considers providing communication QoS for information sharing.
There are also existing efforts that model human mobility.
For example, Srinivasa et al. proposed CREST [19] to estimate the remaining time for the next people rendezvous
using conditional residual time. Rhee et al. proposed truncated Levy walk (TLW) [16] and Lee et al. proposed selfsimilar least action walk (SLAW) [17] to produce synthetic
walk traces based on human mobility features. With the
human mobility models, people rendezvous becomes predictable. All mobile systems sharing information with others
can leverage these existing models to enhance system performance. However, these works assume that data can be forwarded successfully once the sensor nodes are close to each
other. In this paper, we focus on the communication quality
issue, which is not addressed by these previous works.
With a solid number of platforms for sharing sensing
data in wireless BSNs, a few researchers turn their attention
to the QoS of such networks. In particular, they consider
inter-network interference and search for ways to mitigate
such interference. Rout and Das [24] indicated the necessity
for interference immunity in health monitoring, and introduced an approach that mitigated interference using modified and modulated hermit pulses. Others focus their efforts
on ultra-wideband interference mitigation [25], [26], [27],
[28]. An interesting Clique-based scheduling algorithm is
introduced in [29], where the sensors are clustered into different groups to avoid interference. Zhang et al. [30] presented an intriguing method, which suggested to consider
the social nature of wireless body area networks (WBANs).
In particular, they proposed to mitigate the communication
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interference based on social interactions of the subjects carrying WBANs. In contrast, we propose a framework that
guarantees network throughput among coexisting and
shared buddy BSNs. Our solution enables neighboring
buddy BSNs to discover each other and share sensing data
by establishing inter-BSN links.
Finally, the IEEE 802.15 Task Group 6 has been developing a communication standard named IEEE 802.15.6 to serve
a variety of Body Area Network applications. However, the
proposal has been long circulating (79 circulations as of now)
with mixed approval rates [31]. Additionally, as indicated in
several studies [32], [33], the technology has a limited support of medical systems, such as patient monitoring systems
that require reliable throughput assurance for monitoring
patient life functions. Timmons et al. [34] also demonstrated
undesirably high power consumption of IEEE 802.15.6 (25.633.2 percent higher than their baseline framework). IEEE
802.15.6 adopts the Impulse Radio Ultra-Wideband to physically support the coexistence of multiple BSNs [35]. We
believe that once IEEE 802.15.6 becomes a mature standard
widely accepted across academia and industry, it will be
interesting to develop solutions with flavors of IEEE
802.15.6. We reserve that therefore for our future work.

3

BUDDYQOS OVERVIEW

In this paper, we propose BuddyQoS, a QoS solution providing throughput assurances for coexisting and shared
buddy BSNs. In this section, we present BuddyQoS’s components in the top-down order.
BuddyQoS performs sensor sharing coordination to support sensor sharing across coexisting BSNs. Applications in
a BSN decide whether to share sensors with or request sensors from neighboring buddy BSNs. When BuddyQoS notifies existing applications of a newly detected neighboring
BSN, the applications estimate whether they can benefit or
benefit from this new BSN through sharing sensors. Existing
methods (such as [6]) of benefit-cost analysis for sensor
sharing can be adopted by applications to make such estimations. If the applications decide to share sensors with or
use sensors from the new BSN, they send the sharing decisions or requests to the BuddyQoS. BuddyQoS establishes
wireless connections with the new BSN for positive sensor
sharing decisions and approved sensor sharing requests.
After sensor sharing coordination, applications begin to
generate QoS requests with throughput requirements on
the usable sensor nodes in local and neighboring buddy
BSNs. They assign each QoS request a global priority, which
reflects how important the request is. When the available
wireless resource is not enough to satisfy all the QoS
requests, BuddyQoS uses the priorities to decide which
requests are less important and rejects them.
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of BuddyQoS, which consists of four main components: Buddy Management,
Admission Controller, Resource Scheduler, and Hybrid
MAC. Additionally, there are three flows passing through
the components. They are application data flow, local BSN
management flow and buddy BSN management flow.
The Buddy Management on aggregator handles management messages from neighboring buddy BSNs and maintains their information. With the information of neighboring
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Fig. 1. BuddyQoS architecture.

buddy BSNs, it performs neighbor discovery and sensor
sharing coordination. Also, it provides resource schedules
from neighboring buddy BSNs for the Admission Controller
to make admission decisions.
The Admission Controller on aggregator is responsible
for making admission decisions for QoS requests with
throughput requirements. When applications from local
and neighboring buddy BSNs send throughput requirements on local sensor nodes, it estimates the resource
needed to ensure the throughput requirements. In addition,
it obtains the resource schedules of neighboring buddy
BSNs from the Buddy Management, which allows it to further estimate the total resource needed to satisfy the
throughput requirements on the sensor nodes of all BSNs.
If the available resource is less than the total resource
needed, the Admission Controller rejects some low priority
QoS requests. Otherwise, all QoS requests are accepted and
maintained in a list, which is then outputted to the Resource
Scheduler. The admission decisions are returned to the
applications, which send out the QoS requests.
The Resource Scheduler on aggregator collaborates with
the Slave Resource Scheduler on sensor nodes to schedule
resources for intra- and inter-BSN communication. Particularly, the Resource Scheduler receives a list of admitted QoS
requests with different throughput requirements on local
sensor nodes from the Admission Controller and other
BSNs’ management information from the Buddy Management. Then, it computes a TDMA schedule for intra- and
inter-BSN communication and enforces the schedule on
local aggregator. The Slave Resource Scheduler receives the
schedule and enforces the schedule on sensor nodes.
The Hybrid MAC sits on both aggregator and sensor
nodes and is above the PHY layer. The Hybrid MAC is
responsible for transmitting and receiving both data packets
and management messages from the upper layers. Motivated by [36], we design the Hybrid MAC to combine the
advantages of TDMA, which is good for resource estimation, and CSMA, which is flexible for scheduling.

4

BUDDYQOS HYBRID MAC

We design BuddyQoS to adopt a hybrid MAC protocol that
combines the advantages of both CSMA and TDMA for
media access with the following two considerations. First,
wireless resource scheduling is a natural way to handle the
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Fig. 2. Interval T divided into two periods.

intricate intra- and inter-BSN communication. With TDMA,
BuddyQoS can make a communication schedule through
estimating the wireless resource usage of each QoS requirement. Second, human mobility results in high dynamics in
available wireless resources of coexisting BSNs. Thus, a contention scheme of CSMA is desired for each BSN to make
full use of available resources. Although some existing
works such as Z-MAC [36] and Funneling-MAC [37]
already propose the idea of combining CSMA and TDMA,
our hybrid MAC protocol is different because it is a natural
design choice that specifically fits the scenario of coexisting
and shared BSNs, rather than ad-hoc deployment of multihop wireless sensor networks.
In the Hybrid MAC, time is divided into slots. We assume
that all aggregators and sensor nodes are synchronized,
although our performance evaluation demonstrates that our
design is robust to tolerate synchronization errors to some
extent. On aggregators and sensor nodes, each packet is sent
using a single time slot. When a transmitter has a packet to
send, it first backs off some time before sensing the channel.
If the channel is clear, the packet is sent out. When multiple
transmitters want to access the same time slot, one of them
can be assigned as the “owner”, which accesses the slot with
the minimum backoff TbackMin . Other transmitters randomly
back off between the minimum and maximum backoffs,
ðTbackMin ; TbackMax . Here the minimum backoff, TbackMin , can
be set to tolerate time synchronize errors, and the maximum
backoff, TbackMax , affects time slot length. This contention
scheme allows non-owners to utilize a time slot when the
slot owner has no packet to send. It also allows non-owners
to set their backoff lengths for slot competition based on their
access priorities. For example, a low priority transmitter
should get a longer backoff length.

5

ADMISSION CONTROLLER AND RESOURCE
SCHEDULER

In BuddyQoS, the Admission Controller and Resource
Scheduler are responsible for providing throughput assurances for communication in coexisting and shared BSNs. In
the rest of this section, we first present a communication
paradigm that dampens ACK implosion. Then, we demonstrate how to estimate the wireless resources needed to satisfy throughput requirements within the paradigm. Finally,
we describe how the Admission Controller makes admission decisions and how the Resource Scheduler schedules
inter- and intra-BSN communication based on the resource
usage estimation.

5.1 Communication Paradigm for Shared BSNs
In coexisting and shared BSNs, a data packet from a sensor
node in a BSN could have multiple receivers. For example,
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Fig. 3. Transmitter i’s data transmission with SNACKs.

the receivers may be the local aggregator and some aggregators from neighboring buddy BSNs. A receiver uses an
ACK to acknowledge each received packet, so that the
transmitter can infer a packet loss by an ACK timer and
retransmit the lost packet. When multiple receivers receive
the same packets, all of them will send ACKs to the same
transmitter, and the large number of ACKs may overwhelm the transmitter. There has already been extensive
studies on alleviating the “ACK implosion” problem in
building reliable broadcast protocols [38], [39]. To dampen
ACK implosion, BuddyQoS adopts the selective NACK
(SNACK) mechanism that is similar to the TCP acknowledgment mechanism in [40].
In our communication paradigm, a time interval contains
two periods (See Fig. 2). The first period contains Tm slots
and is used for aggregators to broadcast management messages. The second period contains Td slots and is used for
data delivery. Technically, all receivers (aggregators) are
informed of the schedule in advance, and hence know the
number of data packets to receive from a transmitter (sensor
node) in a time interval. In run-time, each receiver uses a bit
vector to compactly store the sequence numbers of lost
packets and sends an SNACK that contains the bit vector to
notify the transmitter of lost packets.
Fig. 3 depicts an example of a transmitter, say i, transmitting data packets and SNACKs during the time slots allocated
for it in a time interval. The first several slots are allocated for
transmitter i to send its data packets. The following slot is
allocated for the receivers to send SNACKs. Since the SNACK
slot is not pre-allocated, so any receiver can contend for the
slot. After an SNACK from one receiver, say j1 , is successfully
received, the following slots are allocated for the transmitter
to retransmit the lost packets. The other receivers overhear
the SNACK sent by receiver j1 and suspend their SNACKs.
After retransmissions, if any receiver still has lost packets, it
will contend for the next SNACK slot.
In the paradigm, we further introduce SNACK suppression to reduce the number of SNACKs. In SNACK suppression, a receiver can overhear the SNACKs sent from other
receivers. To reduce the number of SNACKs, a receiver suppresses its own SNACK when it finds that the overheard
SNACK already contains the sequence numbers of its own
lost packets. Fig. 4 exemplifies an SNACK suppression,
where two receivers j1 and j2 needs to receive packets from
transmitter i. After the first batch of transmissions, receiver
j1 loses the second and fourth packets, and receiver j2 loses
the second packet. Receiver j2 overhears j1 ’s SNACK and
finds out that the lost packets reported by j1 already contain
its all lost packets. Thus, j2 suppresses its own SNACK
because it receives its all lost packets during the following
retransmissions that is triggered by j1 ’s SNACK. In this
example, an SNACK is saved.
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Management. If the current Tm minus the number of neighboring buddy BSNs is less than a threshold DT , Tm is reset
as Tm þDT . However, if the current Tm minus the number of
neighboring buddy BSNs is larger than 2DT , Tm is reset as
Tm DT . DT is a system parameter, which is used to reserve
management slots for incoming new buddy BSNs. During
system configuration, the value of DT is set with respect to
the dynamic level of coexisting and shared BSNs.

5.2.2 Resource Estimation for Data Delivery
The BuddyQoS of each BSN estimates the number of time
slots for local sensor nodes to deliver data packets, retransmitted data packets, and SNACKs during each Td period.
For a sensor node, the number of data packets to be transmitted depends on the throughput requirement on that
node. The number of retransmitted data packets and
SNACKs depends on the packet loss rates between the node
and its receivers. We list and explain the following denotations for resource estimation:







Fig. 4. SNACK suppression example.

To encourage SNACK suppression, a receiver with a
higher packet loss rate should send its SNACK before other
receivers with lower packet loss rates. In the Hybrid MAC,
each receiver sets its backoff time for SNACK slot contention according to its packet loss rate. The higher the packet
loss rate, the shorter the backoff time.

5.2 Resource Estimation for Shared BSNs
In the aforementioned communication paradigm, wireless
resources are the time slots for sending data packets and
SNACKs. In BuddyQoS, the Admission Controller and
Resource Scheduler estimate the resource for management
information exchange and data delivery among coexisting
BSNs.
5.2.1

Resource Estimation for Management
Information Exchange
During each Tm period, every aggregator sends one management message that contains its inter- and intra-BSN
management information. The number of time slots needed
in Tm period depends on the number of neighboring buddy
BSNs. At the beginning, Tm is set as Tinit . Then, in every
time interval, Tm is reevaluated with the number of neighboring buddy BSNs, which is obtained from the Buddy



bi : the highest throughput requirement on node i’s;
Spkt : the effective payload size of each data packet;
qij : the packet loss rate of receiver j from transmitter
i;
R: the maximum number of (re)transmissions for
sending a data packet. After R times of (re)transmissions, failure will be returned to the upper layer and
the data packet will be dropped. Otherwise, keeping
too much data in the buffer results in buffer overflow. Also, it is meaningless to keep old data for realtime monitoring applications;
Ji : the IDs of the receivers that listen to node i,
Ji ¼ fj1 ; j2 ; . . .g. Thus, the cardinality of set Ji is the
number of i’s receivers;
Di : the number of data packets that needs to be
delivered in each interval T from transmitter i to satisfy throughput requirement bi . Thus, Di ¼ dbSi T e;
pkt



EðKÞ: K is the number of (re)transmissions for a successful packet delivery to all receivers or a packet
delivery failure after R (re)transmissions. EðKÞ
stands for the expected number of (re)transmissions;
 EðNj Þ: Nj is the number of SNACKs from receiver j.
EðNj Þ stands for the expected number of SNACKs
from j.
Among the above parameters, the throughput requirement bi is from applications. Spkt and R are set during
system configuration. The packet loss rate qij is the exponentially weighted moving average over the current and
history measurements with delay factor a:
qij ¼ aqij

history

þ ð1aÞqij

current :

Then, the number of slots allocated for sensor node i to
deliver its data packets equals the number of data packets
needs to be delivered multiplying the expected number of
transmissions for each data packet, i.e. Di EðKÞ. The number of slots for all receivers in Ji to deliver SNACKs equals
the sum of the
P expected numbers of SNACKs from all
receivers, i.e. j2Ji EðNj Þ. Details for computing EðKÞ and
EðNj Þ are explained as follows.
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The expected number of data packet (re)transmissions
EðKÞ is computed using Equations 14. Firstly, according
to the definition of EðKÞ in Equation (1), it is necessary to
compute PrðK ¼ kÞ for each k2½1; R. Here, PrðK ¼ kÞ
denotes the probability for a successful packet delivery to
all receivers after k (re)transmissions or a packet delivery
failure after R (re)transmissions
EðKÞ ¼

R
X

kPrðK ¼ kÞ:

(1)

k¼1

PrðK ¼ kÞ is computed using Equation (2), where PrðK 
kÞ for each k2½1; R1 is the probability of a data packet
delivery success or failure after less than or equal to k times

PrðK  kÞ  PrðK  k1Þ;
k < R;
PrðK ¼ kÞ ¼
(2)
1  PrðK  R  1Þ;
k ¼ R:
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n
no more than n SNACKs for one data packet is 1  qij
. Also,
if receiver j has sent out no more than n SNACKs, it means
that each of the Di data packets must have failed for less
than n times. We assume that the loss of each packet is independent. So, Equation (8) is derived



n Di
:
PrðNj  nÞ ¼ 1  qij

(8)

In order to deliver Di data packets, the total number of slots
needed for sending SNACKs from all receivers to transmitter i equals:
X
j2Ji

EðNj Þ ¼

X

R

j2Ji

¼ RjJi j 

R2 
X

1


n Di
qij

!

n¼1
R2 
XX

n Di
1  qij
:

(9)

j2Ji n¼1

To compute PrðK  kÞ, we further look into the number of
(re)transmissions needed for successfully delivering a
packet to each receiver j, which we denote as Kj (j2Ji ).
Assume that packet loss of each receiver is independent,
then PrðK  kÞ can be calculated using PrðKj  kÞs as
shown in Equation (3)
Y
PrðK  kÞ ¼
PrðKj  kÞ
(3)
j2Ji

After that, for each receiver j, we use its packet loss rate qij
to compute PrðKj  kÞ. It is easy to see that if a data packet
has been successfully delivered to receiver j after k (re)
transmissions, the first k (re)transmissions must have all
k
failed, with the probability of qij
. So Equation (4) is derived
k
PrðKj  kÞ ¼ 1  qij
:

(4)

Finally, to deliver data packets from the transmitter i while
ensuring throughput bi , the total number of slots needed
equals:
!


R1 Y 
X

bi T
k
 R
1  qij ; (5)
Di  EðKÞ ¼
Spkt
k¼1 j2J
i

EðNj Þ ¼

R1
X

n  PrðNj ¼ nÞ:

(6)

n¼1

The expected number of SNACKs from receiver j, EðNj Þ, is
defined in Equation (6). Similar to the computation of EðKÞ,
we first compute PrðNj ¼ nÞ, the probability that receiver j
has (re)transmitted exactly n SNACKs for successfully
receiving all Di data packets, for each n2½1; R  1 using
Equation (7)

PrðNj  nÞPrðNj  n1Þ; n < R  1;
(7)
PrðNj ¼nÞ¼
n ¼ R  1:
1  PrðNj  R2Þ;
In Equation (7), we calculate PrðNj  nÞ using receiver j’s
packet loss rate qij . It is easy to see that when receiver j
sends more than n SNACKs for a data packet, the first n (re)
transmissions for the data packet must have failed, with the
k
probability of qij
. So the probability that receiver j has sent

Note that Equation (8) does not consider the SNACK
suppression, because it would require extra information of
the correlation between the packet losses of different
receivers, which is too costly to obtain in real deployments.
We leave it as future work to find out a lightweight
real-time measurement of the packet loss correlations. However, the estimation according to Equation (8) is statistically
larger than or equal to the number of SNACK slots actually
used. Therefore, the resource allocated to each node is sufficient to provide the statistical throughput required by the
applications. Equation (9) can be noticeably over-estimated
only in the extreme case, in which the packet loss ratio is
very high and all receivers are losing the packets. However
in those cases, the network resources are not sufficient to
provide the throughput guarantees even without over-estimation. Finally, the total time slots allocated to transmitter i
is the sum of Equations (5) and (9).

5.3 Admission Decisions
To make admission decisions, the Admission Controller in
each BSN estimates the number of time slots for management message exchange as described in Section 5.2.1 and
time slots to satisfy the throughput requirements on local
nodes as described in Section 5.2.2. Meanwhile, the Admission Controller obtains the estimated number of time slots
needed by other buddy BSNs from the Buddy Management.
Then, the Admission Controller calculates the total number
of time slots needed by all BSNs, including local and neighboring buddy BSNs.
Admission decisions are made based on whether the
total number of time slots is larger than Td or not. If Td is
larger, all local throughput requirements, as well as other
buddy BSNs’ throughput requirements, can be accepted.
Otherwise, each aggregator makes an independent decision
to reject some of QoS requests with low priorities. The
Admission Controller keeps rejecting QoS requests with the
lowest priority until the throughput requirements of the
rest QoS requests can be met. Once the Admission Controller finds that any local QoS request need to be rejected, it
notifies the corresponding application that the throughput
requirement cannot be satisfied. To the application, this
means that for one thing, its data stream will be only
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delivered with best efforts, and for another, it can lower its
throughput requirement in order to be admitted. Finally,
the set of the accepted QoS requests on local sensor nodes
are passed to the Resource Scheduler.

5.4 Resource Scheduler
The Resource Scheduler in each BSN allocates time slots for
the aggregator to broadcast its management message in each
Tm period and for local sensor nodes to deliver data packets
in each Td period. In addition, the Resource Scheduler on the
aggregator and the Slave Resource Scheduler on each local
sensor node are responsible for enforcing the schedule.
The Buddy Management in each BSN maintains a buddy
list. During each Tm period, the BSN order of sending management messages is the same as the BSN order in the
buddy list. With the buddy list from the Buddy Management, the Resource Scheduler in a BSN allocates a time slot
for local aggregator to send its management message.
During each Td period, the BSN order of delivering local
data is also the same as the BSN order in the buddy list. To
schedule local sensor node to deliver data, the Resource
Scheduler in a BSN first looks up the buddy list to find out
the schedules of other buddy BSNs. The Resource Scheduler adds up the number of time slots needed by the BSNs
before its local BSN in the buddy list and determines at
which time slot to start its local data packets delivery.
Then, with the list of admitted QoS requests from the
Admission Controller, the Resource Scheduler estimates
the number of time slots needed by each local node using
Equations (5) and (9) and allocates the time slots for local
sensor nodes to delivery data packets.
The Resource Scheduler and Slave Resource Scheduler in
each BSN enforce the schedules as follows. During each Tm
period, all aggregators and sensor nodes listen to all management messages. During each Td period, each sensor
node delivers its data packets during its time slots following
the communication paradigm described in Section 5.1. Each
aggregator listens to the data packets sent during the time
slots allocated to its ‘interested’ sensor nodes, which could
be local or in other buddy BSNs.

6

BUDDY MANAGEMENT DESIGN

The Buddy Management maintains the management information of neighboring buddy BSNs in the form of three lists:
(1) buddy list, a list of buddy BSNs in the neighborhood;
(2) listen list, a list of sensors in other BSNs that local aggregator listens to; and (3) share list, a list of BSNs whose
aggregators listen to local sensors. From the other BSNs’
management messages received during each Tm period, the
Buddy Management extracts the inter-BSN management
information to update the lists. The Admission Controller
and Resource Scheduler use this information to make admission decisions and resource schedules. Additionally, the
Buddy Management uses the management messages to perform neighbor discovery and sensor sharing coordination.

6.1 Neighbor Discovery
During each Tm period, the Buddy Management determines
whether a buddy BSN entering and leaving neighborhood
and updates buddy list with the help of the Hybrid MAC.
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At the very beginning, each BSN has no neighbors but
only itself in its buddy list, so it contends for the first slot in
Tm with some backoff. Here we use the aggregator’s ID as
its BSN’s ID. When a new BSN comes to the neighborhood
of BSN j1 , say BSN j2 , both of them contend for the first slot.
If j1 wins the 1st slot, then j2 receives j1 ’s management message and adds j1 to its buddy list before itself and tries to
access the next management slot. Then, j1 receives j2 ’s management message in the later slot and adds j2 to its buddy
list after itself. In this way, the two BSNs discover each
other. From then on, the two coexisting BSNs allocate the
time slots to send their management messages as described
in Section 5.4.
In the Hybrid MAC, a BSN decides its backoff time
according to the length of the buddy sublist following itself.
To be precise, the more buddy BSNs following the BSN in
the buddy list, the shorter the backoff time for it to send its
management message. Thus, when a new BSN comes to the
neighborhood of multiple BSNs who already know each
other, it will fail to access the first several time slots in a Tm
period and hence transmit its management message after all
existing BSNs. When the aggregator in a BSN hears the
management message sent from a new BSN, its Buddy Management adds the new BSN to its buddy list. When an
aggregator has not been heard for several consecutive intervals, it is considered leaving the neighborhood and hence
removed from all other BSNs’ buddy lists.
When a BSN leaves its neighborhood, the neighbor discovery process finds this out in several time intervals. If a
shared sensor is in the BSN that has left, no sensing data
from that sensor is received during the above time intervals.
However after that, another sensor from the existing BSN is
selected to replace the leaving sensor. Next, the existing
BSNs activate their own sensors, and list them in the broadcasting message. Finally, an application picks a new sharing
sensor, and each BSN updates its listening lists to coordinate sensor sharing again.

6.2 Sensor Sharing Coordination
The management message also includes the listen list and
the share list from the Buddy Management. Using these two
lists, the sensor sharing coordination is performed. During
this process, the listen list acts as a list of sensor sharing
requests, and the share list acts as a list of sensor sharing
decisions, answering to the sensor sharing requests. The
details of the sharing coordination are described as follows:
First, the Buddy Management in a BSN extracts the available sensors of other neighboring buddy BSNs from their
schedule in their management messages, and reports them
to the applications. Then, the applications decide whether
they can benefit from sharing the sensors of other neighboring buddy BSNs or not. If they have sensor share requests,
they send them to the Buddy Management. The sensors in
the share requests are then added to the listen list and sent
out in the management message. When the message is
received by the aggregators in other neighboring buddy
BSNs, each aggregator checks the listen list, extracts its local
sensors from the list, and sends them to the applications to
get sharing decisions. If the applications approve the
sensor sharing requests, the Buddy Management adds the
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TABLE 1
System Parameter Configuration
Parameter

Value

Backoff time range ½TbackMin ; TbackMax 
Time length of a slot
Time length of interval T
Number of initial slots in Tm period—Tinit
Number of reserved slots—DT
Data packet payload size—Spkt
Throughput requirement—bi on node i
Decay factor—a

½0:3 ms; 2:44 ms
5 ms
1;000 ms
5 Slots
3 Slots
32 Bytes
1:2 kbps
0:5

approved sensors to the share list, which is then sent out in
the management message. Otherwise, it adds nothing to the
share list. In this way, the sensor sharing requests are
answered. When the Buddy Management in the BSN that
sends the requests receives the share decisions, it reports
the decisions to the corresponding applications.
When the Buddy Management finds a buddy BSN having left the neighborhood, it removes the sharing relations
with that BSN from its share list and listen list. In addition,
it reports the loss of the corresponding sensors to the
applications.

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate BuddyQoS using trace-driven simulations. The
traces of noise and signal strength used in the simulation
are collected from a real office deployment, in which two
subjects wear BSNs and work in front of their computers,
sitting 2 meters apart and being back to back to each other.
Three sensor nodes are attached to the left chest, right wrist,
and right ankle of each subject. The aggregator is attached
to the left waist of each subject. Each BSN shares a local sensor node with the other BSN. The Received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) readings are recorded for 5 minutes when
the sensor nodes communicate with the aggregators in both
noise and signal scenarios. The noise traces are used to generate noise between each node and its aggregator, following
the closest pattern matching (CPM) algorithm [18]. The signal strength traces are used directly in the simulation.
We implement BuddyQoS in TinyOS-2.x with NesC, and
simulations are run upon TOSSIM simulator [41]. We compare BuddyQoS with the default CSMA solution in the standard TinyOS-2.x release. Three performance metrics are
evaluated: (1) throughput delivery percentage, which
equals the delivered throughput over the requested
throughput; (2) control overhead, which equals the number
of control packets, including SNACKs and management
messages, over the number of transmitted data packets; (3)
data packet transmission time, which is the time used to
transmit a data packet, including the retransmission time
and excluding the queuing time.
Table 1 lists the system parameter configurations used in
the simulations. The first three parameters are used by the
Hybrid MAC. In the default CSMA settings in TOSSIM, the
backoff time range is set as ½0:3; 9:78 ms. We use a shorter
backoff time range of ½0:3; 2:44 ms. The short range is feasible since the Hybrid MAC has already avoided most of the
collisions through TDMA scheduling. In the simulations,

Fig. 5. Delivered throughput.

we deliberately introduce 0:1 ms time difference for each
node’s clock to simulate the synchronization errors. The slot
length we set is the sum of the maximum backoff time and
the time used to transmit one packet containing 32 bytes
data payload. We set Tinit ¼ 5 and DT ¼ 3, since in our simulation the size of a typical neighborhood is not large at the
beginning and it’s not very likely that a lot of people join or
leave the group at the same time. The decay factor a is set to
0:5, giving equal weights to both the history and current
measured packet lose rates.
Through the simulations, we first compare the performance between BuddyQoS and the default CSMA solution in TinyOS-2.x in the scenario of two coexisting
buddy BSNs. Then, we perform the same performance
comparison between the two solutions as the number of
buddy BSNs in the neighborhood increases from 2 to 4.
The new neighboring buddy BSNs is simulated by the
noise and signal strength traces collected from the aforementioned real office environment. Identically, each simulated BSN contains one aggregator and three sensor
nodes, and each BSN shares a local sensor node with
another buddy BSN. Each aggregator and node can hear
all other aggregators and nodes in the neighborhood. The
shared nodes are not on the same body position to make
the simulation settings realistic.

7.1 Performance Comparison in the Scenario
of Two Coexisting Buddy BSNs
First, we measure the throughput delivery percentages of
the BuddyQoS and CSMA solutions in the scenario of two
coexisting buddy BSNs. The results are demonstrated in
Fig. 5. For each communication connection between a sensor node and an (local or buddy) aggregator, a group of
bar pairs show the average throughput delivery percentages of BuddyQoS and the default CSMA solutions. The
error bars show the corresponding standard derivation.
For each solution, the simulation is run for 5 minutes. Four
groups of bar pairs are plotted for each BSN, with the first
three bar pairs illustrating the results for the communication connections between the three local nodes and local
aggregator in a BSN, and the last pair illustrating the
results for the communication connection between the
local shared node and aggregator in the other buddy BSN.
The results prove that our solution ensures 100 percent of
the required throughput, while the default solution only
delivers a portion of the required throughput. Especially,
on the shared nodes, the delivered throughput of the
default CSMA solution can be as bad as 70 percent of the
required throughput.
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Fig. 6. Control overhead.

Then, we measure the control overhead of BuddyQoS,
which is generated by periodically broadcasting management messages and SNACKs. As the aggregator in a BSN
sends one management message in each interval to all the
local sensor nodes, as well as the sensor nodes it shares from
other BSNs, the cost of management messages should be
average over these nodes. For example, in the scenario of
two coexisting buddy BSNs, one management message is
used by four nodes (three local nodes plus one shared node).
For each sensor node, we compute the control overhead as
{(the number of SNACKs it receives + the 1=4 share of the
management message)/the number of delivered data packets}. Fig. 6 plots the control overhead for each node in the
two neighboring buddy BSNs. The mean values of the control overheads are only around 0:05 with very small standard
deviation. The control overhead is low since BuddyQoS uses
SNACK and embraces the SNACK suppression mechanism.
Finally, we calculate the time used to transmit a data
packet, including the retransmission time and excluding
the queuing delay. Fig. 7 compares the data packet transmission time of BuddyQoS with that of the default CSMA.
We observe that BuddyQoS uses only about 1=3 of the
transmission time of the default CSMA to send a data
packet. BuddyQoS has much higher transmission efficiency
because BuddyQoS adopts a hybrid MAC that combines
the advantages of both CSMA and TDMA. Particularly,
BuddyQoS reduces the number of retransmissions caused
by collisions. In addition, the adoption of selective NACKs
and their suppression also contributes to the lower transmission cost of the paradigm.

7.2

Performance Comparisons in the Scenarios
of Multiple Coexisting Buddy BSNs
Fig. 8 plots the throughput delivery percentages in the scenarios of two, three, and four coexisting buddy BSNs. For

Fig. 8. Percentage of delivered throughput with increasing number of BSNs.
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Fig. 7. Data packet transmission time.

each scenario, the simulation runs for 5 minutes, and the
percentage of delivered throughput is measured every
10 seconds. Then, we plot the mean and standard derivation of the measured results for each node of each BSN
(three local sensor nodes and one sensor node shared
with another BSN).
Comparing our solution with the default CSMA solution,
we evidence that the CSMA solution is not able to ensure the
requested data throughput. The percentage of delivered
throughput under the CSMA solution varies on different
sensor nodes. For some of the sensor nodes, only about 70
percent of the data can be delivered. The standard derivation
of the delivered throughput is also large (nearly 10 percent),
implying that the links are unstable. However, BuddyQoS
ensures the applications’ throughput requirement on each
node, even when the number of buddy BSNs in the neighborhood increases. Notably, BuddyQoS delivers 100 percent of
the required throughput with small standard derivation.

8

DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss potential limitations of BuddyQoS and other related issues that may matter in practice.
In particular, we compare challenges of BSNs and traditional wireless networks. Next, we elaborate interference
among co-existing and shared BSNs. We also describe the
rationale behind the decision of adopting our proposed
sensing sharing strategy. Finally, privacy concerns of BSNs
are elaborated.
Media access control (MAC) for traditional wireless cellular networks has been extensively studied in the research
community. Many researchers proposed modifications to
the original MAC in order to improve system performance
and reliability. Such hybrid MAC solutions [42], [43], [44],
[45], [46] for instance propose co-channel interference models, and devise methods based on MAC to reduce interference. However, BSNs are in many aspects very much
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different from traditional wireless cellular networks. First,
BSN sensor nodes usually operate in a dense body area that
introduces many communication challenges [23], such as
body shadowing—the body’s line-of-sight absorption of RF
energy, which, coupled with movement, causes significant
and highly variable path loss. Second, such sensor nodes
require more careful power management policies due to
their low-power nature. Moreover, the communication
range of the nodes is much smaller than in traditional networks, and the communication is therefore more prone to
interference. In addition to these natural differences of our
hybrid MAC protocol tailored for BSNs, our proposed solution also strives to provide throughput assurances for coexisting and shared buddy BSNs. In particular, BuddyQoS
coordinates sensor sharing to support common sensor
usage among coexisting BSNs.
BSNs often suffer from interference due to their operation in the same vicinity with other BSNs. However, our
evaluation demonstrates that BuddyQoS can effectively mitigate this interference. As demonstrated in Section 7, the
transmission time is reduced by 2=3 compared to the default
CSMA, which is due to the fact that our framework eliminates collisions that cause many retransmissions. This way
BuddyQoS mitigates the interference among co-existing
and shared BSNs.
In our BuddyQoS framework, we assume that an application makes sensor sharing decisions based on its needs.
The needs are associated with the application level performance, as opposed to the network level performance.
In addition, different applications may have different
such needs to serve their goals. For example, the CoMon
[6] ambience monitoring platform aims to save mobile
device energy through sensor sharing, while Remora [7]
resource sharing platform targets to improve activity recognition accuracy through sensor sharing. Therefore, it is
non-trivial to provide common ground for all applications
to carry out such sensor sharing decisions. The goal of
BuddyQoS is to give performance guarantees for sensor
sharing at the communication level. Our proposed framework achieves its goal through a novel hybrid MAC protocol with interference reduction, and its evaluation
demonstrates that the framework outperforms the stateof-the-art solution.
In many application scenarios, sensing data can be
shared among trusted parties without any privacy concerns,
such as fellow athletes, couples, or friends in a retirement
community. Some sensor data, such as data collected from
motion and environment sensors, can be shared with neighbors in physical proximity as they are already able to physically see each other in motion. For those application
scenarios where privacy could become an issue, a BSN can
share only parts of its sensing data and allow users only
sharing their non-private information with a limited number of trustworthy parties.

paper proposes the first QoS solution, BuddyQoS, to meet
application level throughput requirements for both interand intra-BSN communications. BuddyQoS accurately estimates wireless resource and adaptively allocates the
resource to multiple BSNs in order to achieve throughput
assurances. Through trace-driven simulation, we have demonstrated that BuddyQoS notably outperforms the default
CSMA solution in standard TinyOS-2.x release with a small
cost. In the future, we will study how to provide both
throughput and time delay performance assurances for
coexisting and shared BSNs.
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